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People sometimes say one thing but do another. In politics, 
party affiliations have a pervasive impact on judgment 
(Campbell, Converse, Miller, & Stokes, 1960; Cohen, 2003; 
Kaplan, Freedman, & Iacoboni, 2007), but a large proportion 
of the electorate report being “Independent.” An Indepen-
dent identity denotes the absence of partisan influence and 
implies objective political decision making. How do Inde-
pendents rise above the fray and remain uninfluenced by 
political parties? We suggest that they do not.

Current Understanding  
of Political Independence
As a group, U.S. Independents’ political positions and vot-
ing, on average, are moderate—somewhere between the two 
dominant political party platforms (Lewis-Beck, Norpoth, 
Jacoby, & Weisberg, 2008). However, this may imply a more 
nonpartisan description than Independents deserve. A siz-
able portion of Independents qualify as “Independent lean-
ers” who will, when pressed, acknowledge that they feel 
closer to either the Democratic or Republican party (Greene, 
1999; Keith et al., 1992). In their voting patterns, Independent 

leaners are almost indistinguishable from their respective 
partisan blocs, even though they decline to identify as party 
members (Dennis, 1988; Keith et al., 1992). As such, some 
partisanship can be identified in Independents through more 
intensive questioning. In this article, we show that even more 
partisanship can be identified implicitly—without relying on 
Independents’ ability or willingness to report it.

Understanding the motivations and political behavior of 
Independents has practical and theoretical value. Since 1990, 
the percentage of the electorate who identify as Independent 
in the American National Election Studies (2010) ranged 
from 34% to 40%. In fact, Independents have outnumbered 
Republicans since the mid-1960s, and in some years have 
outnumbered Democrats. Many researchers treat Independents 
as “error” in the investigation of political behavior, and often 
exclude nonpartisans from data sampling or analysis (e.g., 
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Abstract

Reporting an Independent political identity does not guarantee the absence of partisanship. Independents demonstrated 
considerable variability in relative identification with Republicans versus Democrats as measured by an Implicit Association 
Test (IAT; M = 0.10, SD = 0.47). To test whether this variation predicted political judgment, participants read a newspaper 
article describing two competing welfare (Study 1) or special education (Study 2) policies. The authors manipulated which 
policy was proposed by which party. Among self-proclaimed Independents, those who were implicitly Democratic preferred 
the liberal welfare plan, and those who were implicitly Republican preferred the conservative welfare plan. Regardless of the 
policy details, these implicit partisans preferred the policy proposed by “their” party, and this effect occurred more strongly 
for implicit than explicit plan preference. The authors suggest that implicitly partisan Independents may consciously override 
some partisan influence when making explicit political judgments, and Independents may identify as such to appear objective 
even when they are not.
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Cohen, 2003; Kaplan et al., 2007) or only use them as com-
parisons to avowed partisans, implicitly or explicitly granting 
them nonpartisan status (e.g., Garst & Bodenhausen, 1996; 
Smith, Ratliff, & Nosek, 2012). Understanding Independent 
identity offers an opportunity for a more comprehensive 
understanding of political behavior. Because Independent 
voters are often the “swing” vote, identifying variation in par-
tisanship among Independents has the potential to improve 
party-based political prediction. Party cues play an important 
role in political behavior, often shaping the expression of 
political values (Goren, Federico, & Kittilson, 2009) and pol-
icy preferences (Cohen, 2003; Rahn, 1993), especially when 
policy information is scant (Bullock, 2011). Furthermore, 
studying Independents provides a unique opportunity to 
understand the conditions under which implicit and explicit 
identities diverge, and the role each plays in judgment and 
behavior.

Self-Proclaimed Independents May 
Possess Implicit Partisan Identities
Identities are adopted for a variety of reasons that serve 
social and personal purposes (Brewer, 1991; Hogg, Terry, & 
White, 1995). Independents may self-identify as such because 
they want to convey the social values of objectivity and the 
ability to think about issues based on the facts rather than just 
going with a group. In a pilot test, we surveyed 362 self-
identified Independents at Project Implicit (https://implicit 
.harvard.edu/) about their reasons for identifying as 
Independent. Two statements denoting objectivity were 
among the most strongly endorsed of 35 reasons: “I prefer to 
think for myself rather than feel like I need to support a party 
line” and “I say ‘independent’ because I come to my political 
positions by thinking objectively” (see Table 1 for average 
endorsement of the full list of reasons). By comparison, far 
less than half endorsed political apathy (I don’t care about 
politics) and political hostility (I hate politics; I hate politi-
cians). An item indicating moderation (One party is too lib-
eral for me, and the other party is too conservative) was 
generally not endorsed, providing further evidence that the 
popular hypothesis that most Independents are moderates is 
incorrect, or at least incomplete. Independence is desired 
perhaps because of the United States’ individualist culture 
(Triandis, Bontempo, Villareal, Asai, & Lucca, 1988), where 
autonomy of thought and action is culturally valued.

Independents may strive for objectivity and nonpartisan-
ship in political matters, but identifying as Independent and 
being Independent are two different things. After all, people 
are reluctant to see bias in their own decision making 
(Ehrlinger, Gilovich, & Ross, 2005; Pronin, Lin, & Ross, 
2002), and behavior is influenced by automatic processes 
that occur without conscious awareness, intention, or control 
(Bargh, 1994; Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). Indirectly mea-
sured implicit identities reflect associations between concepts 
(e.g., Democrat or Republican) and the self (Greenwald et al., 

2002), and may be distinct from self-reported, explicit iden-
tities. Self-proclaimed Independents may, as a group, show 
substantial variation in their implicit political identities 
because of differential experience with politics and political 
parties, and that implicit identity might, in turn, influence 
political judgment.

Implicit evaluations have been shown to predict political 
judgment and behavior beyond that accounted for by explicit 
evaluations (Nosek, Graham, & Hawkins, 2010). Implicit 
candidate and party evaluations added incremental predictive 
validity over explicit evaluations and voting intention for pre-
dicting voting behavior (Friese, Bluemke, & Wanke, 2007; 
Rocatto & Zogmeister, 2010). Among a group of undecided 
voters, implicit candidate evaluations predicted later vote 
choice (Arcuri, Castelli, Galdi, Zogmaister, & Amadori, 
2008; Study 2) and implicit evaluations of a particular policy 
predicted later explicit evaluations of the policy (Galdi, Acuri, 
& Gawronski, 2008). Whereas undecided voters may avoid 
committing on a single policy or particular candidate, 
Independents avoid committing between political identities 
more generally. Thus, demonstrating implicit partisan identi-
ties among Independents could have substantial impact on 
predicting political behavior and broaden understanding of 
divergent identities. We hypothesized that Independents 
would demonstrate variation in implicit identification with 
Democrats versus Republicans, and their implicit party iden-
tity would predict political judgment along party lines.

Study 1

Method
Participants. Eighteen hundred sixty-five (67% female; Mage = 
30.03, SDage = 12.31) U.S. citizens volunteered, consented, 
and completed the study at the Project Implicit website 
(https://implicit.harvard.edu).1 The racial composition of the 
sample was 77% White, 7% Black or African American, 7% 
biracial or multiracial, 3% Asian, and 5% Other. Nine per-
cent reported their ethnicity as Hispanic or Latino, 83% as 
non-Hispanic, and 8% Unknown or Other. Twelve percent 
had no college, 50% had some college or an associate’s 
degree, 18% had a bachelor’s degree, and 21% had some 
graduate school or an advanced degree (percentages do not 
always add up to 100% due to rounding).

Materials
Newspaper article with welfare plans. A mock newspaper 

article presented competing welfare plans as an amendment 
to a state’s welfare program (Cohen, 2003; Smith et al., 
2012). The Umbrella Aid Plan was generous and provided 
US$976 a month to families with two children with full 
Medicaid coverage for 8 years. The Comprehensive Assis-
tance Plan was stringent and provided US$300 a month to 
families with two children with partial Medicaid coverage 
for 1.5 years (see Appendix A for full article).
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Table 1. Reasons for Identifying as Independent

Average % agree % disagree

I vote for the person, not the party 5.9 88 4
I prefer to think for myself rather than feel like I need to support a party line 5.8 87 4
My views do not fit into any one ideology or party platform 5.4 79 6
I’m independent by nature 5.3 77 6
I say “independent” because I come to my political positions by thinking objectively 5.3 75 7
I value freedom from party membership 5.2 69 5
Political parties are inherently flawed 5.2 71 11
My beliefs overlap with multiple parties so it doesn’t make sense to identify with just one 5.2 74 13
I don’t like to label myself 5.0 67 16
Both parties represent interest groups rather than concerns that I care about 4.9 63 14
I do not like political parties 4.8 62 16
Neither party represents the people 4.8 59 20
My personal beliefs do not overlap enough with any party 4.7 59 19
Being an Independent makes me feel good 4.6 43 11
I strongly identify with being an Independent 4.5 46 21
I don’t feel I have a voice in current state of politics 4.4 52 32
I prefer one party on most issues, but the other party on at least one issue that is really 
important to me

4.2 48 27

I feel an affiliation with others who are Independent 4.2 37 23
One party is too liberal for me, and the other party is too conservative 4.1 38 33
I hate politicians 4.0 39 37
I support people who reject the current political system 3.9 31 33
I say “independent” to voice my displeasure with the current political system 3.8 35 42
I hate politics 3.7 40 49
I regularly alternate voting for candidates from different parties 3.7 30 41
The primary parties are too conservative for me, so I identify with neither 3.6 46 22
I used to affiliate with a party, but have since changed my identification 3.5 48 34
Being a member of a political party distracts from being a good citizen of the country 3.5 49 28
I don’t care about politics 3.4 30 57
I do not understand the party positions clearly enough to decide whether to be a member 3.3 31 56
I say “independent” to avoid being dragged into political activity or debates 3.3 29 57
I prefer to vote for candidates from minor parties 3.2 10 50
The primary parties are too liberal for me, so I identify with neither 3.1 13 56
I say “independent” instead of identifying with my preferred party so that I don’t offend 
some other people in my life

2.5 13 73

I say “independent” instead of identifying with my preferred party because I don’t want 
others to know my political beliefs

2.5 11 76

I like to vote for the underdog regardless of what party the person belongs to 2.3  4 79

Note: 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree.

Explicit measures. Participants reported explicit welfare 
plan preference on a 7-point scale ranging from “I strongly 
prefer the Comprehensive Assistance Plan to the Umbrella 
Aid Plan” (−3) to “I strongly prefer the Umbrella Aid Plan to 
the Comprehensive Assistance Plan” (3). Political ideology 
was assessed on a “Strongly Conservative” (−3) to “Strongly 
Liberal” (3) scale with two separate items for social and eco-
nomic ideology. Participants selected their party identifica-
tion from the following options: Democrat, Republican, 
Independent—I don’t identify with either party, Libertarian, 
Green, Other, Don’t know. Participants who selected Inde-
pendent were asked “If you had to choose between Demo-
crats and Republicans, how would you identify your political 

affiliation?” Reponses were reported on a 7-point scale rang-
ing from “Strongly Republican” (−3) to “Strongly Demo-
cratic” (3) with Independent as the neutral point.2

Implicit measures. Implicit plan preference was assessed 
with an Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, 
& Schwartz, 1998) using the procedure recommended by 
Nosek, Greenwald, and Banaji (2007). It contained two short 
practice blocks of categorizing items from the concept cate-
gories Umbrella Aid Plan (stimuli: Umbrella Aid, Full Med-
icaid coverage, and US$976/month) and Comprehensive 
Assistance Plan (stimuli: Comprehensive Assistance, Partial 
Medicaid coverage, and US$300/month), or just the evalua-
tive categories Good (Joy, Love, Peace, Wonderful, Pleasure, 
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Glorious, Laughter, and Happy) and Bad (Agony, Terrible, 
Horrible, Nasty, Evil, Awful, Failure, and Hurt). Then, in two 
combined-response blocks (20 trials; 40 trials), participants 
simultaneously categorized stimuli from one concept cate-
gory (Umbrella Aid Plan) and one evaluation category 
(Good) using a response key (“i”) and the other concept cat-
egory (Comprehensive Assistance Plan) and evaluation cat-
egory (Bad) using a different response key (“e”). Next, a 
practice block of 40 trials reversed the response keys of the 
concept categories. In the next two critical blocks (20 trials; 
40 trials), the concept categories shared the same response 
key with the opposite evaluation (e.g., Umbrella Aid Plan 
and Bad shared the “e” response key, Comprehensive Assis-
tance Plan and Good shared the “i” response key). The party 
identification IAT (Graham, Haidt, & Nosek, 2009; Lindner 
& Nosek, 2009) used the concept categories Democrats (left 
wing, liberal, Barack Obama, and Democrat) and Republi-
cans (right wing, conservative, George Bush, and Republi-
can), and identification categories Self (Mine, Myself, Self, 
I, and My) and Other (They, Their, Them, Theirs, and Other).

The response key assignments for the combined-response 
blocks were randomized between subjects. An IAT D score 
reflected the recommended scoring algorithm for the assessed 
response latencies by condition (Greenwald, Nosek, & 
Banaji, 2003). Positive values indicated an implicit prefer-
ence for the generous plan compared with the stringent plan 
and an implicit identification with Democrats relative to 
Republicans, reflecting faster response latencies when 
Umbrella Aid Plan and Good shared a response key and 
Democrats and Self shared a response key.

Follow-up questions and attention checks. Two follow-up 
questions asked participants to estimate on a scale from “did 
not contribute at all” (1) to “contributed a great deal” (5) the 
extent to which (a) the specific details of the proposals and 
(b) their own personal philosophy about the role of govern-
ment in social issues, contributed to their preference for the 
welfare policies. The third item assessed how much the politi-
cal party affiliated with the welfare proposals influenced their 
preference and was answered on a scale from “no influence” 
(1) to “a great deal of influence” (5). Two study-specific atten-
tion checks measured what party proposed each plan and a 
third required participants to report which plan was more gen-
erous.3 Also, a modified Instructional Manipulation Check 
(IMC; Oppenheimer, Meyvis, & Davidenko, 2009) assessed 
how carefully participants read study instructions.

Design and Procedure. Visitors to Project Implicit registered to 
be members of the participant pool, completed a demograph-
ics questionnaire, and were randomly assigned to the present 
study from a pool of studies. Participants were randomly 
assigned to read one of only two newspaper articles: (a) an 
article where Democrats proposed the generous plan and 
Republicans proposed the stringent plan or (b) an article where 
Republicans proposed the generous plan and Democrats pro-
posed the stringent plan. Other than the party name and 

partisan designation of the supporting politicians, the articles 
were identical. Next, they rated their implicit and explicit 
preference for the two plans in a randomized order. Partici-
pants then completed the follow-up questions, then the atten-
tion checks, followed by the political ideology and identity 
questions and party identity IAT in a randomized order. The 
IMC was counterbalanced at the beginning or end of the 
study.

Results
Descriptive statistics. Removing participants who failed the 

study-specific attention checks or IMC did not change the 
statistical significance of the main analyses, so all partici-
pants were retained.4 On average, participants’ political ide-
ology was moderate on economic issues (M = 0.06, SD = 
1.67) and slightly liberal on social issues (M = 0.88, SD = 
1.90), and they implicitly identified with Democrats relative 
to Republicans (M = 0.18, SD = 0.51). Participants preferred 
the generous plan to the stringent plan both explicitly (M = 
0.14, SD = 2.02) and implicitly (M = 0.20, SD = 0.46), and 
explicit and implicit plan preference were correlated, r(1865) = 
.46, p < .0001. See Table 2 for descriptive statistics for each 
political group.

Partisans’ plan preference. As seen in Figure 1, Democrats 
preferred the generous welfare plan more when it was pro-
posed by Democrats (Mexp = 1.02, SDexp = 1.86; Mimp = 0.42, 
SDimp = 0.40) than when it was proposed by Republicans 
(Mexp = 0.62, SDexp = 1.95; Mimp = 0.13, SDimp = 0.46) both 
explicitly, t(591) = 2.53, p = .012, d = 0.21, and implicitly, 
tsatterthwaite(573) = 8.27, p < .0001, d = 0.69. Likewise, Repub-
licans liked the generous welfare plan more (or disliked it 
less) when it was proposed by Republicans (Mexp = −0.54, 
SDexp = 2.03; Mimp = 0.15, SDimp = 0.46) than by Democrats 
(Mexp = −1.26, SDexp = 1.77; Mimp = −0.04, SDimp = 0.48) both 
explicitly, t(302) = −3.29, p = .001, d = −0.38, and implicitly, 
t(302) = −3.41, p = .001, d = −0.39.

Independents’ plan preference. By definition, Independents 
explicitly decline to identify as party members. However, 
there was substantial interindividual variability in implicit 
party identity (SD = 0.45). We conducted two regression 
analyses with explicit and implicit plan preference as the 
dependent variables and the proposing party (−.5 represented 
the condition where Republicans proposed the generous plan 
and .5 represented the condition where Democrats proposed 
the generous plan), implicit party identity, and their interac-
tion as independent variables. The dependent variables are 
on different scales, so unstandardized coefficients should be 
interpreted in terms of their respective distributions. CI’s 
represent 95% confidence intervals.

Independents did not show a main effect of proposing 
party predicting either explicit or implicit plan preference 
(ps > .15). However, a main effect of implicit party identity 
emerged for both explicit, b = 1.18, CI = [0.83, 1.52], t(548) = 
6.73, p < .0001, and implicit, b = 0.17, CI = [0.09, 0.25], 
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for Studies 1 and 2

Study 1 (N = 1,865) Study 2 (N = 1,911)

 Dems (n = 593) Inds (n = 625) Reps (n = 304) Dems (n = 600) Inds (n = 617) Reps (n = 339)

Economic political ideology 1.07 (1.36) −0.08 (1.43) −1.45 (1.29) 1.23 (1.27) −0.14 (1.50) −1.67 (1.23)
Social political ideology 1.90 (1.37) 0.76 (1.75) −0.96 (1.81) 2.00 (1.31) 0.95 (1.72) −1.37 (1.62)
Implicit party identity 0.48 (0.39) 0.17 (0.45) −0.36 (0.38) 0.48 (0.38) 0.10 (0.47) −0.49 (0.39)
Explicit plan preference 0.82 (1.91) 0.09 (1.96) −0.88 (1.95) 0.63 (1.99) 0.23 (1.93) −0.17 (1.93)
Implicit plan preference 0.28 (0.46) 0.20 (0.45) 0.06 (0.48) 0.19 (0.39) 0.16 (0.39) 0.10 (0.38)

Note: Dems = Democrats; Inds = Independents; Reps = Republicans. Higher numbers reflect identification as liberal and Democratic compared with 
conservative and Republican. Standard deviations are in parentheses. In Study 1, higher numbers reflect preference for the generous Umbrella Aid Plan com-
pared with the stringent Comprehensive Assistance Plan. In Study 2, higher numbers reflect preference for mainstreaming (Integrated Classrooms Plan) versus 
special programs (Special Programs Plan).
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Figure 1. The effect of partisan influence for explicit (A) and 
implicit (B) plan preference in Study 1
Note: Independents who showed at least a slight preference on the party 
identity Implicit Association Test (IAT > 0.15; IAT < −0.15) were termed 
implicitly Democratic or implicitly Republican for graphing purposes. The y-
axis represents approximately ±2 SD from the mean for the full sample.

t(548) = 4.35, p < .0001, plan preference. Implicitly 
Democratic Independents preferred the generous welfare 
plan to the stringent welfare plan, and vice versa for implic-
itly Republican Independents. Moreover, an interaction 

between proposing party and implicit party identity predicted 
explicit, b = 1.08, CI = [0.39, 1.77], t(548) = 3.08, p = .002, 
and implicit, b = 0.60, CI = [0.44, 0.75], t(548) = 7.53, p < 
.0001, plan preference. Implicitly Republican Independents 
explicitly preferred the plan that was proposed by Republicans, 
and implicitly Democratic Independents preferred the plan 
that was proposed by Democrats (d = 0.26; Figure 2A). 
Implicit plan preference showed the same pattern, with 
an effect magnitude more than twice as large (d = 0.64; 
Figure 2B). These results illustrate two influences of 
implicit party identity—Independents prefer policies that 
are ideologically aligned with their implicit identity 
(implicit Republicans prefer the more stringent welfare plan 
and Democrats prefer the more generous plan regardless of 
which party proposed it), and Independents prefer policies 
that are proposed by the party with which they identify 
implicitly.5

Pure Independents’ plan preference. We repeated the analy-
sis above on the 214 (34%) “Pure Independents,” who 
reported no inclination toward either major party even after 
being pressed to do so. A main effect emerged for proposing 
party on explicit plan preference, b = 0.64, CI = [0.05, 1.22], 
t(182) = 2.16 p = .032, but not implicit plan preference, b = 
0.07, CI = [−0.07, 0.20], t(182) = 0.99, p = .325. Explicitly, 
Pure Independents preferred the generous plan more when it 
was proposed by Democrats (M = 0.52, SD = 1.96) than 
when it was proposed by Republicans (M = −0.19, SD = 
1.95). Also, there was a main effect of implicit party identity 
for both explicit, b = 1.24, CI = [0.60, 1.88], t(182) = 3.83, p = 
.0002, and implicit, b = 0.17, CI = [0.02, 0.31], t(182) = 2.29, 
p = .023, plan preference. Implicitly Democratic Pure Inde-
pendents preferred the generous welfare plan, and implicitly 
Republican Pure Independents preferred the stringent wel-
fare plan. However, for Pure Independents, there was no 
interaction between the proposing party and implicit party 
identity for explicit plan preference, b = 0.27, CI = [−1.01, 
1.54], t(182) = 0.41, p = .682. For implicit plan preference, 
the interaction was moderately sized but not significant, b = 
0.29, CI = [0.00, 0.58], t(182) = 1.95, p = .053.
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Incremental predictive validity. Another approach to illus-
trate the value of implicit party identity is to test whether it 
has incremental predictive validity over the existing self-
report measures of political identity—explicit party identifi-
cation, political ideology, and Independents’ leaning party 
membership. Also, participants reported how much the party 
proposing the plan influenced their plan preference, and this 
is important to control for as an Independent might decline to 
identify with either party but still believe that one party is 
better at dealing with a particular political issue than the 
other. Can implicit party identity predict variation in political 
judgment beyond all of these explicit measures?

To answer this question, we conducted two hierarchical 
regression analyses with explicit and implicit plan prefer-
ence as the dependent variables on the full sample of 
Independents. The independent variables were simultane-
ously entered into the regression analyses: main effects of 
proposing party, self-rating of party influence, “leaning” 
party identification, and self-reported political ideology. See 
Table 3 for coefficients for each term in the models. Adding 
the main effect of implicit party identity accounted for an 
additional 1.4% of the variance in explicit plan preference, 
b = 0.65, CI = [0.27, 1.03], t(542) = 3.34, p = .001, and 1.0% 
of the variance in implicit plan preference, b = 0.12, CI = 
[0.03, 0.22], t(542) = 2.62, p = .009. We then added the two-
way interactions between proposing party and self-rating of 
party influence, proposing party and “leaning” party identifi-
cation, proposing party and self-reported political ideology, 
and finally, the interaction between proposing party and 
implicit party identity. This added an additional 0.7% of vari-
ance explained for explicit plan preference, b = 0.80, CI = 
[0.04, 1.56], t(538) = 2.08, p = .038, and 6.2% of additional 
variance explained for implicit plan preference, b = 0.56, CI = 
[0.39, 0.74], t(538) = 6.29, p < .0001. Even after accounting 
for self-reported political leanings and ideology, as well as the 
influence of the proposing party on judgment, implicit party 
identity still predicted preferences for the welfare plans—both 
as a main effect indicating a policy preference (for stringent or 
generous welfare plans) and as an interaction with the propos-
ing party indicating partisan influence on judgment.

Awareness of partisan influence. Participants reported that 
the details of the welfare plans (M = 3.60, SD = 1.13) and 
their personal philosophy about the role of government in 
social issues (M = 3.18, SD = 1.21) influenced their prefer-
ence for the welfare plans. However, participants reported 
that the party that proposed the policy had little influence on 
their preference (M = 1.92, SD = 1.08). In fact, the modal 
response for all political groups was no influence (Demo-
crats: 37%; Independents: 62%; Republicans: 44%). To 
examine the accuracy of these reports among Independents, 
we tested whether awareness moderated the interaction 
between proposing party and implicit party identity. Because 
awareness had a significant skew with many people report-
ing “no influence,” we coded it as a categorical variable (−.5 
for no influence and .5 for a little, some, quite a lot, and a 
great deal of influence) and ran two separate models, pre-
dicting both explicit and implicit plan preference. The three-
way interaction between proposing party, implicit party 
identity, and awareness was not a significant predictor of 
either explicit or implicit plan preference (ps > .2). For 
explicit plan preference, the main effect of implicit party 
identity, b = 1.10, CI = [0.73, 1.47], t(542) = 5.81, p < .0001, 
and the interaction between proposing party and implicit party 
identity, b = 1.25, CI = [0.50, 1.99], t(542) = 3.30, p = .001, 
remained significant.6 Likewise, for implicit plan preference, 
the main effect of implicit party identity, b = 0.17, CI = [0.08, 
0.25], t(542) = 3.90, p = .0001, and the interaction between 

A

B

Figure 2. Regression analysis predicting explicit (A) and implicit 
(B) preference for the welfare policies from implicit party identity 
and the party proposing the plan for Independents in Study 1
Note: The y-axis represents approximately ±2 SD from the mean for 
Independents. To match the left-right spatial metaphor of political ideology, 
for visualization implicit party identity was reverse scored compared with 
how it was analyzed in the reported results.
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proposing party and implicit party identity remained signifi-
cant, b = 0.59, CI = [0.43, 0.76], t(542) = 6.92, p < .0001. 
These results suggest that Independents were influenced by 
the parties who proposed the policies, but did not report 
awareness of this influence.

Study 2
Overview

Study 1 showed that self-reported Independents demonstrated 
variation in implicit party identification, and this variation 

predicted political judgment along party lines. Although Pure 
Independents’ implicit party identities predicted their policy 
positions along ideological lines, they avoided using the pro-
posing party to guide their policy preference—at least explic-
itly. This could indicate that Pure Independents are able to 
override or otherwise avoid some partisan influence on judg-
ment. In Study 1, one plan was a generous, liberal plan, and 
the other was a stringent, conservative plan, and these pro-
vided ideological cues for evaluating the plans. If the ideo-
logical difference in the plans is removed or considerably 
reduced, then the only role that implicit party identity should 
be able to play is in producing an interaction with the party 

Table 3. Incremental Predictive Validity Results for Independents From Studies 1 and 2

Study 1 (n = 625) Study 2 (n = 617)

 
Explicit plan 
preference

Implicit plan 
preference

Explicit plan 
preference

Implicit plan 
preference

Model terms SD = 2.02 SD = 0.46 SD = 1.97 SD = 0.39

Proposing party 0.41**  
[0.11, 0.70]

0.07*  
[0.00, 0.14]

0.35*  
[0.04, 0.66]

0.07*  
[0.01, 0.13]

Self-rating of party influence −0.01  
[−0.18, 0.16]

−0.02  
[−0.06, 0.02]

0.19*  
[0.00, 0.37]

0.04  
[0.00, 0.07]

Leaning party membership 0.33****  
[0.18, 0.47]

0.04*  
[0.01, 0.08]

0.03  
[−0.12, 0.18]

0.02  
[−0.01, 0.05]

Political ideology 0.32****  
[0.16, 0.47]

0.05*  
[0.01, 0.08]

0.00  
[−0.16, 0.15]

0.01  
[−0.02, 0.04]

R2 for explicit main effects 13.2%  5.0% 1.6% 2.5%

Implicit party identity 0.65***  
[0.27, 01.03]

0.12**  
[0.03, 0.22]

0.14  
[−0.25, 0.53]

0.07  
[−0.01, 0.15]

R2 for all main effects 14.6% 6.0% 2.4% 2.9%

Proposing party × Self-rating of 
party influence

0.53**  
[0.16, 0.90]

0.07  
[−0.02, 0.16]

0.50*  
[0.11, 0.90]

0.07  
[0.00, 0.15]

Proposing party × Leaning party 
membership

0.39*  
[0.07, 0.71]

0.07  
[0.00, 0.15]

0.69****  
[0.38, 1.00]

0.09**  
[0.03, 0.15]

Proposing party × Political 
ideology

−0.08  
[−0.41, 0.25]

0.06  
[−0.02, 0.14]

−0.28  
[−0.60, 0.04]

0.07*  
[0.00, 0.13]

R2 for explicit interactions 17.4%  9.4% 7.2% 9.0%

Party proposer × Implicit party 
identity

0.80*  
[0.04, 1.56]

0.56****  
[0.39, 0.74]

0.35  
[−0.41, 1.11]

0.18*  
[0.03, 0.33]

R2 for full model 18.0% 15.6% 7.3% 9.9%

Note: All bs are unstandardized regression coefficients and should be interpreted in the context of their individual distributions, which are indicated with 
SDs for the outcome variables for each study. Confidence intervals (±2 SE) are given in brackets. Study 1 (welfare plan) was designed to elicit both a main 
effect and interaction with party proposer of implicit party identity predicting both outcomes. Study 2 (education plans) was designed to elicit an interac-
tion, but not a main effect.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p > .001. ****p > .0001.
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Figure 3. Regression analysis predicting explicit (A) and implicit 
(B) preference for the education policies from implicit party 
identity and the party proposing the plan for Independents in 
Study 2
Note: The y-axis represents approximately ±2 SD from the mean for 
Independents. To match the left-right spatial metaphor of political ideology, 
for visualization implicit party identity was reverse scored compared with 
how it was analyzed in the reported results.

proposing the policy. To address this possibility and simulta-
neously replicate the key effects in another policy domain, we 
created an article that focused on a different policy debate—
education for children with disabilities—that has less defined 
partisan positions than welfare.

Method
Participants. Nineteen hundred eleven (66% female; Mage = 
29.23, SDage = 11.82) participants completed the study on 

Project Implicit.7 The racial composition of the sample was 
77% White, 7% Black or African American, 6% biracial or 
multiracial, 3% Asian, and 7% Other. Nine percent reported 
their ethnicity to be Hispanic or Latino, 86% as non-Hispanic 
or Latino, and 6% Other or Don’t know. Thirteen percent had 
no college, 47% had some college or an associate’s degree, 
18% had a bachelor’s degree, and 22% had some graduate 
school or an advanced degree.

Materials and Procedure. The procedure was identical to Study 
1, but the materials were edited to propose two education 
plans.8 The Special Programs Plan proposed that children 
with disabilities receive individualized instruction in special 
classrooms separate from mainstream classrooms. The Inte-
grated Classrooms Plan proposed that children with disabili-
ties be educated in mainstream classrooms alongside children 
without disabilities (see Appendix B for full article). Again, 
the only difference between conditions was the labels “Dem-
ocrats” and “Republicans” and the partisan designation of 
the politicians (e.g., “D” or “R”). The plan preference IAT 
retained the evaluation categories Good and Bad, but the con-
cept categories were changed to Special Programs (special 
programs, separate classrooms, and one-on-one instruction) 
and Integrated Classrooms (integrated classrooms, main-
stream classrooms, and inclusive activities). In the follow-up 
questions, “welfare” was replaced with “education” and an 
extra follow-up question was added that asked whether par-
ticipants preferred either special programs or mainstream 
classrooms prior to the study.9

Results
Descriptive statistics. Removing participants who failed the 

study-specific attention checks or the IMC did not change 
the statistical significance of any main findings, and thus all 
participants were retained.10 Higher numbers reflect prefer-
ence for mainstreaming (Integrated Classrooms Plan) com-
pared with special programs (Special Programs Plan). On 
average, participants were slightly liberal on social issues 
(M = 0.85, SD = 1.98) and moderate on economic issues 
(M = 0.05, SD = 1.73) and implicitly identified with Demo-
crats slightly more than Republicans (M = 0.11, SD = 0.55). 
Participants slightly preferred the mainstreaming plan to the 
special programs plan both explicitly (M = 0.25, SD = 1.97) 
and implicitly (M = 0.15, SD = 0.39), and explicit and 
implicit plan preference were correlated, r(1911) = .39, p < 
.0001. The difference between Democrats and Republicans 
on preference for the education plans (dexp = 0.39, p < .0001; 
dimp = 0.23, p = .001) was about half the size of the partisan 
difference in preference for the generous and stringent wel-
fare plans from Study 1 (dexp = 0.84, p < .0001; dimp = 0.44, 
p < .0001), suggesting that the special education plans were 
less partisan than the welfare plans. See Table 2 for descrip-
tive statistics for each political group.
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Partisans’ plan preference. Democrats preferred the main-
streaming plan when it was proposed by Democrats (Mexp = 
1.05, SDexp = 1.82; Mimp = 0.29, SDimp = 0.36) more  
than when it was proposed by Republicans (Mexp = 0.20, 
SDexp = 2.06; Mimp = 0.10, SDimp = 0.40) both explicitly,  
tsatterthwaite(589) = 5.35, p < .0001, d = 0.44, and implicitly, 
t(598) = 6.07, p < .0001, d = 0.50. Similarly, Republicans 
preferred the mainstreaming plan when it was proposed by 
Republicans (Mexp = 0.48, SDexp = 1.84; Mimp = 0.19, SDimp = 
0.36) more than when it was proposed by Democrats (Mexp = 
−0.78, SDexp = 1.81; Mimp = 0.02, SDimp = 0.37) both explic-
itly, t(337) = −6.37, p < .0001, d = −0.69, and implicitly, 
t(337) = −4.24, p < .0001, d = −0.45.

Independents’ plan preference. Identical analyses from 
Study 1 revealed no main effects of proposing party for 
either explicit or implicit plan preference (ps > .15). A main 
effect of implicit party identity emerged for implicit, b = 
0.10, CI = [0.03, 0.16], t(574) = 2.91, p = .004, but not 
explicit, b = 0.19, CI = [−0.14, 0.52], t(574) = 1.14, p = .253, 
plan preference. Critically, interactions between proposing 
party and implicit party identity emerged for both explicit, b 
= 1.03, CI = [0.36, 1.69], t(574) = 3.05, p = .002, and 
implicit, b = 0.33, CI = [0.20, 0.46], t(574) = 5.04, p < .0001, 
plan preference. Independents who were implicitly Demo-
cratic preferred the mainstreaming plan more when it was 
proposed by Democrats than when it was proposed by 
Republicans, and Independents who were implicitly Repub-
lican showed the opposite tendency. As in Study 1, the inter-
action effect was larger for implicit (d = 0.42; Figure 3B) 
than explicit (d = 0.25; Figure 3A) plan preference.

Pure Independents’ plan preference. The same analysis was 
repeated in the restricted sample of Pure Independents (n = 
204; 33%). No main effects of proposing party or implicit 
party identity emerged for either explicit or implicit plan 
preference (ps > .2). A significant interaction between pro-
posing party and implicit party identity emerged for implicit, 
b = 0.36, CI = [0.10, 0.62], t(187) = 2.74, p = .007, but not 
explicit, b = 0.73, CI = [−0.67, 2.13], t(187) = 1.03, p = .304, 
plan preference. Pure Independents who were implicitly 
Democratic implicitly preferred the mainstreaming plan 
when it was proposed by Democrats more than when it was 
proposed by Republicans, and vice versa for Pure Indepen-
dents who were implicitly Republican.

Incremental predictive validity. As in Study 1, we conducted 
two hierarchical regression analyses to determine whether 
implicit party identity added incremental predictive validity 
for predicting plan preference above and beyond explicit 
measures (see Table 3 for coefficients for each model term). 
For explicit plan preference, implicit party identity revealed 
no main effect or interaction with proposing party (ps > .36) 
with all the other effects already present in the models. The 
story was quite different for implicit plan preference. The 
independent variables were entered simultaneously into the 
regression analyses: main effects of proposing party, 

self-rating of party influence, “leaning” party identification, 
and self-reported political ideology. Adding the main effect 
of implicit party identity accounted for an additional 0.4% of 
the variance, b = 0.07, CI = [−0.01, 0.15], t(564) = 1.77, p = 
.078. We then added the two-way interactions between pro-
posing party and self-rating of party influence, proposing 
party and “leaning” party identification, and proposing party 
and self-reported political ideology. Finally, we added the 
interaction between proposing party and implicit party iden-
tity, which added an additional 0.9% of variance explained, 
b = 0.18, CI = [0.03, 0.33], t(560) = 2.37, p = .018. Implicit 
party identity predicted political judgment above and 
beyond variation accounted for by self-rating of proposing 
party influence, political ideology, and assessments of 
“party leaning”—the present gold standard for identifying 
“closet partisanship” among Independents.

Awareness of partisan influence. As in Study 1, both parti-
sans and Independents reported that the proposing party did 
not influence their plan preference. For each party, the 
modal response to the party influence item was no influ-
ence (Democrats: 44%; Independents: 68%; Republicans: 
44%). Identical analyses to Study 1 revealed nonsignificant 
three-way interactions predicting both explicit and implicit 
plan preference (ps > .07). The two-way interaction between 
proposing party and implicit party identity remained a sig-
nificant predictor of both explicit plan preference, b = 1.10, 
CI = [0.39, 1.81], t(567) = 3.04, p = .003, and implicit plan 
preference, b = 0.34, CI = [0.20, 0.48], t(567) = 4.78, p < 
.0001. Despite making judgments based on their party affil-
iation, Independents were unable, or perhaps unwilling, to 
report that they were influenced by their implicit party 
identities.

Replication Studies
Three replication studies using the special education plans 
echoed the findings of Studies 1 and 2. In the first replica-
tion, Independents’ (n = 249) implicit party identity inter-
acted with proposing party to predict implicit plan 
preference, b = 0.44, CI = [0.23, 0.65], t(222) = 4.22, p < 
.0001, but not explicit plan preference, b = 0.02, CI = 
[−1.02, 1.06], t(222) = 0.03, p = .974. Similarly, for incre-
mental predictive validity, the interaction between implicit 
party identity and proposing party significantly predicted 
implicit plan preference, even after accounting for self-
reported leaning party membership, party influence, and 
political ideology, b = 0.46, CI = [0.21, 0.71], t(214) = 
3.57, p < .001. However, the interaction did not signifi-
cantly predict explicit plan preference, b = −0.17, CI = 
[−1.45, 1.11], t(214) = −0.26, p = .794, when the self-
reported variables were already in the model.

In the second replication study, Independents’ (n = 289) 
implicit party identity interacted with proposing party to pre-
dict both explicit plan preference, b = 1.36, CI = [0.38, 2.34], 
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t(261) = 2.74, p = .007, and implicit plan preference, b = 0.37, 
CI = [0.16, 0.57], t(261) = 3.54, p = .001. The interaction 
between implicit party identity and proposing party pro-
vided incremental predictive validity for implicit plan pref-
erence, b = 0.31, CI = [0.07, 0.55], t(250) = 2.57, p = .011, 

but not explicit plan preference, b = 0.92, CI = [−0.21, 2.05], 
t(250) = 1.61, p = .109.

In the previous studies, the education plans and prefer-
ence for those plans always appeared prior to assessment of 
implicit party identity. This order was intended to avoid 

Table 4. Summary of Key Results for Independents From Studies 1 and 2 and Replication Studies 3, 4, & 5

Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5

Explicit DV SD = 2.02 SD = 1.97 SD = 1.95 SD = 1.94 SD = 1.95

Implicit DV SD = 0.46 SD = 0.39 SD = 0.40 SD = 0.39 SD = 0.40

Independents n = 625 n = 617 n = 249 n = 289 n = 394

 Implicit party identity main effect
  Explicit DV 1.18****  

[0.83, 1.52]
0.19  

[−0.14, 0.52]
−0.04  

[−0.56, 0.48]
0.44  

[−0.05, 0.93]
0.18  

[−0.19, 0.54]
  Implicit DV 0.17****  

[0.09, 0.25]
0.10**  

[0.03, 0.16]
−0.03  

[−0.13, 0.07]
0.04  

[−0.06, 0.14]
0.09*  

[0.01, 0.17]

 Incremental predictive validity for implicit party identity main effect
  Explicit DV 0.65***  

[0.27, 1.03]
0.14  

[−0.25, 0.53]
−0.22  

[−0.85, 0.41]
0.73*  

[0.17, 1.29]
0.02  

[−0.41, 0.45]
  Implicit DV 0.12**  

[0.03, 0.22]
0.07  

[−0.01, 0.15]
0.06  

[−0.07, 0.19]
0.13*  

[0.01, 0.25]
0.05  

[−0.04, 0.14]

 Party proposer × Implicit party identity interaction
  Explicit DV 1.08**  

[0.39, 1.77]
1.03**  

[0.36, 1.69]
0.02  

[−1.02, 1.06]
1.36**  

[0.38, 2.34]
0.79*  

[0.06, 1.52]
  Implicit DV 0.60****  

[0.44, 0.75]
0.33****  

[0.20, 0.46]
0.44****  

[0.23, 0.65]
0.37***  

[0.16, 0.57]
0.27**  

[0.11, 0.42]

 Incremental predictive validity for party proposer × Implicit party identity interaction
  Explicit DV 0.80*  

[0.04, 1.56]
0.35  

[−0.41, 1.11]
−0.17  

[−1.45, 1.11]
0.92 

[−0.21, 2.05]
0.37  

[−0.48, 1.21]
  Implicit DV 0.56****  

[0.39, 0.74]
0.18*  

[0.03, 0.33]
0.46***  

[0.21, 0.71]
0.31*  

[0.07, 0.55]
0.13  

[−0.05, 0.31]

Pure independents n = 214 n = 204 n = 89 n = 74 n = 171

 Implicit party identity main effect
  Explicit DV 1.24***  

[0.60, 1.88]
0.06  

[−0.64, 0.76]
−0.43  

[−1.40, 0.53]
0.87  

[−0.22, 1.96]
0.32  

[−0.28, 0.93]
  Implicit DV 0.17*  

[0.02, 0.31]
0.08  

[−0.05, 0.21]
−0.07  

[−0.26, 0.11]
0.22*  

[0.00, 0.44]
0.12  

[−0.02, 0.25]

 Party proposer × Implicit party identity interaction
  Explicit DV 0.27  

[−1.01, 01.54]
0.73  

[−0.67, 2.13]
−0.09  

[−2.02, 1.84]
1.09  

[−1.10, 3.27]
0.34  

[−0.87, 1.54]
  Implicit DV 0.29  

[0.00, 0.58]
0.36**  

[0.10, 0.62]
0.53**  

[0.16, 0.91]
0.56*  

[0.12, 1.00]
0.04  

[−0.22, 0.31]

Note: DV = dependent variable. All bs are unstandardized regression coefficients and should be interpreted in the context of their individual distributions, 
which are indicated with SDs for the outcome variables for each study. Confidence intervals (±2 SE) are given in brackets. Study 1 (welfare plan) was 
designed to elicit both a main effect and interaction with party proposer of implicit party identity predicting both outcomes. Studies 2 to 5 (education 
plans) were designed to elicit an interaction, but not a main effect.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p > .001. ****p > .0001.
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Independents’ awareness that their political identity was of 
particular interest in their subsequent evaluation of the plans. 
However, given our interpretation, having the implicit mea-
sures at the end of the session implicitly assumes that implicit 
party identity would not be affected by the experimental 
manipulations. To assess whether the key effect was depen-
dent on task order, in the third replication of Study 2, we 
manipulated whether the education policy preferences or polit-
ical party identity was assessed first. Among Independents (n = 
394), implicit party identity interacted with proposing party to 
predict both explicit plan preference, b = 0.79, CI = [0.06, 1.52], 
t(370) = 2.13, p = .034, and implicit plan preference, b = 0.27, 
CI = [0.11, 0.42], t(370) = 3.33, p = .001. Task order (coded −.5 
for article first, .5 for party identity first) did not moderate this 
effect as evidenced by the nonsignificant three-way interaction 
between task order, implicit party identity, and proposing party 
on explicit plan preference, b = −0.40, CI = [−1.89, 1.09], 
t(366) = −0.53, p = .597, and implicit plan preference, b = 
−0.21, CI = [−0.53, 0.11], t(366) = −1.32, p = .188. Even with 
the nonsignificant three-way interaction in the models, the 
two-way interaction between implicit party identity and pro-
posing party remained significant predictors of both explicit 
plan preference, b = 0.84, CI = [0.09, 1.58], t(366) = 2.21, 
p = .027, and implicit plan preference, b = 0.28, CI = [0.12, 
0.44], t(366) = 3.44, p < .001. The interaction did not pro-
vide significant incremental predictive validity for explicit or 
implicit plan preference, but the results were in the expected 
direction as occurred in the other studies (see Table 4).

Three replication studies affirmed the key effects from 
Studies 1 and 2 (see Table 4 for summary statistics on all five 
studies). Independents’ implicit party identity interacted 
with proposing party to predict plan preference, and more 
strongly for implicit than explicit plan preference. One 
effect did not replicate in the third replication study—an 
interaction between implicit identity and proposing party 
predicting implicit plan preference for Pure Independents. 
Suggestive evidence, elaborated in the “General Discussion,” 
indicates that Pure Independents’ political judgments might 
contrast away from their implicit party identity when made 
aware that their political identity is of interest, and assimilate 
to their implicit party identity otherwise—as occurred for 
Independents in general.

General Discussion
Independents are not as independent as they say they are. 
Self-proclaimed Independents show considerable variation 
in their implicit party identities and make partisan political 
judgments in line with those implicit identities. In both stud-
ies, implicitly Democratic Independents preferred policies 
proposed by Democrats and implicitly Republican 
Independents preferred policies proposed by Republicans, 
and more strongly for implicit than explicit plan preference. 
In short, people who otherwise reported being nonpartisan 
formed positions on novel policies that conformed to their 

implicit party identities. Furthermore, partisans and 
Independents—but Independents especially—reported that 
they were not influenced by the parties proposing the poli-
cies, indicating partisan influences on judgment that people 
are unwilling or unable to report.

Differential Prediction of Implicit  
and Explicit Plan Preference
The influence of implicit party identity was particularly 
pronounced on implicit policy evaluations compared with 
explicit policy evaluations. Among Pure Independents, 
implicit party identity interacted with proposing party to 
predict only implicit, and not explicit, plan preference (sig-
nificantly in Study 2 and just shy of conventional statistical 
significance in Study 1, p = .053). One interpretation is 
procedural—implicit measures are better at predicting 
implicit measures than explicit measures because of paral-
lel procedural details. However, in line with related 
research, we suggest that the explanation is more substan-
tive than procedural.

Dual process models in social psychology (Gawronski 
& Bodenhausen, 2006; Strack & Deutsch, 2004) hold that 
implicit identity reflects associative processes, whereas 
explicit identity reflects both associative and propositional 
processes. Independents’ explicit identities are partially 
formed with a conscious goal to be political citizens who 
are not swayed by partisan positions. However, implicit 
identities are the result of associative processes linking the 
self with one or the other political party. Such associations 
may emerge through a variety of experiences that are unre-
lated to the beliefs and intentions for social identification, 
such as early socialization, exposure to political advertise-
ments or campaigns, or the partisan positions of friends or 
coworkers.

There is some evidence that implicit processes exert less 
influence on judgments and behavior if people are motivated 
to control their behavior (Fazio, 1990). Independents in gen-
eral, and Pure Independents in particular, are motivated to be 
independent and, according to our initial survey, to be objec-
tive thinkers who are unmoved by party platforms and 
endorsements. As such, the motivations may have produced 
weaker relations between implicit party identity and explicit 
plan preferences. This suggests that Pure Independents have 
some capacity to subvert party influence—just as their delib-
erate self-identification would suggest. However, over time, 
the ability to deliberately correct for such influence may fade 
as the details of the learning episode are forgotten. Ranganath 
and Nosek (2008) found that participants who were initially 
able to avoid applying implicit evaluations to explicit judg-
ment were not able to avoid the influence after a few days 
passed. Without the available memory details of the learning 
event, all that may remain to drive judgment is the associa-
tive relationship between implicit party identity and the pro-
posed policies (Smith et al., 2012).
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If suppression or reinterpretation processes are involved 
in partially reducing the influence of implicit party identity, 
then perhaps such processes can be adapted and practiced so 
that they nullify partisan influence. Finding such evidence 
would have theoretical implications in showing the bound-
ary conditions of deliberate strategies for redirecting or 
altering the effects of implicit processes, and practical 
implications in providing decision makers with strategies 
to use when impartiality, objective thinking, or avoiding 
the influence of group memberships or party loyalties is 
at a premium. For instance, could a judge use a mental 
partisan-cleansing exercise prior to gaveling her court into 
session that would align her mental operations with her 
intentions and occupational responsibility—to be an impar-
tial arbiter of the law?

Increasing Predictive Validity  
of Political Judgment
Accounting for Independents’ interests, loyalties, and 
likely voting can be enhanced by incorporating implicit 
measures into assessment. In both studies, we found that 
even after accounting for the influence of proposing party 
and explicit factors (leaning party membership and reported 
party influence on judgment), implicit party identity pre-
dicted implicit plan preference along party lines. Predictive 
validity for explicit plan preference was also increased by 
accounting for implicit party identity, though weakly and 
less consistently than implicit plan preference. Furthermore, 
to our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of predict-
ing political judgment among Pure Independents. This 
demonstrates incremental predictive validity of political 
judgment for implicit party identity above and beyond 
explicit predictors. Already, implicit measures assessing 
racial attitudes—the IAT and Affective Misattribution 
Procedure (AMP; Payne, Cheng, Govorun, & Stewart, 
2005)—have appeared in the American National Election 
Studies. Also, the Brief IAT (Sriram & Greenwald, 2009) 
and the AMP can be administered in just a few minutes, 
improving the potential applicability in large-scale survey 
contexts. Implicit measurement in studies of political  
opinion with representative samples will enhance the 
understanding of implicit measurement in general and spe-
cifically about partisanship among Independents.

Further Speculation About Pure Independents’ 
Resistance to Partisan Influence
The third replication study demonstrated that the order of 
task presentation did not moderate the key results for the 
full sample of Independents. This suggests that Independents’ 
implicit party identity does not shift as a function of making 
political judgments and, likewise, that the political judgments 
are not altered by first measuring implicit party identity. 
However, the restricted sample of Pure Independents (n = 

171) in the third replication study did appear to be influenced 
by the order of the tasks—The three-way interaction between 
implicit party identity, proposing party, and task order was 
near significant for explicit plan preference, b = −2.32, CI = 
[−4.73, 0.09], t(152) = −1.90, p = .059, and significant for 
implicit plan preference, b = −0.65, CI = [−1.19, −0.11], 
t(152) = −2.39, p = .018. Furthermore, the original two-way 
interactions were rendered nonsignificant (ps > .5) when 
task order was added to the model, suggesting that for Pure 
Independents, the order of the tasks moderated the extent to 
which implicit party identity predicted partisan political 
judgment. Follow-up tests revealed that when policy pref-
erences were assessed prior to implicit party identification, 
the two-way interaction between implicit party identity and 
proposing party was a marginally significant predictor of 
both explicit plan preference, b = 1.53, CI = [−0.19, 3.26], 
t(75) = 1.77, p = .081, and implicit plan preference, b = 
0.38, CI = [−0.02, 0.78], t(75) = 1.87, p = .065, with similar 
effect magnitudes as the prior studies (see Table 4). 
However, when implicit party identity was assessed prior 
to encountering the policies, the two-way interaction 
between implicit party identity and proposing party was 
not a significant predictor of either explicit plan prefer-
ence, b = −0.79, CI = [−2.50, 0.92], t(77) = −0.92, p = .361, 
or implicit plan preference, b = −0.27, CI = [−0.63, 0.09], 
t(77) = −1.49, p = .140. In fact, the effects were in the 
opposite direction.

The hint of a negative relationship when political identity is 
highlighted before making political judgments could illustrate 
Pure Independents’ extreme concern with avoiding partisan 
influence. That is, they might have some subjective experi-
ence of favoring the policy aligned with their implicit party 
identity and deliberately contrast their judgment away from 
that tendency in an effort to deny its influence. But, when not 
directly alerted to the relevance of their own political identity 
(i.e., when party identity is measured after making the politi-
cal judgment), they might assimilate to their implicit party 
identity—as Independents did on the whole across studies and 
task orders. An alternative possibility is that Independents pre-
fer one of the welfare or education policies, and then align 
their implicit party identities to match the party who proposed 
that preferred policy. However, that would not account for the 
(possible) negative relationship when implicit party identity is 
measured first. This speculative interpretation is highly 
intriguing but requires substantial follow-up research to clar-
ify the reliability of the result and separate and test the possi-
ble explanations. In any case, it supports the evidence that 
Pure Independents have or recruit cognitive resources that 
mitigate some influence of their own implicit partisanship.

Conclusion
Political independence implies objective information process-
ing, a normatively desirable state. This may be the reason that, 
in recent years, more American citizens identify as Independent 
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than as Democrats or Republicans (Pew Research Center, 
2010). However, the current results suggest that the cultural 
values of objectivity have not permeated deep enough into 
citizens’ identities to remove partisan influence from all their 
judgments. In politics, as in most domains, “who we are” and 
“who we say we are” are not the same thing.

Appendix A

Newspaper Article With Welfare  
Plans for Study 1
State Undecided on New Welfare Law

Republicans and Democrats remained deadlocked on the 
debate over the future of the state welfare program.

At the heart of the conflicts are benefits from Aid to Families 
with Dependent Children (AFDC) – the cash assistance pro-
vided to poor parents living below the poverty line. Along with 
food stamps and Medicaid, AFDC comprises the central tier of 
the welfare program, and it is where Republicans and 
Democrats disagree most vehemently. Each party has proposed 
a separate AFDC amendment to the current welfare statute.

Democrats and Republicans have strong  
philosophical differences in the stance 

 on AFDC benefits

Paul Koretz (R) has proposed a plan that is supported by 
the majority of house Republicans. His plan, called the 
Comprehensive Assistance Plan, sets the benefits provided 
to poor families with a child at $250/month – with an extra 
$50 in payment for every additional child. Under this plan, 
a poor family with two children would be granted $300/
month in state funds – along with partial coverage for medi-
cal insurance through Medicaid. The proposal also imposes 
a lifetime limit of 1.5 years of benefits for those who are 
able-bodied.

The Republicans believe their plan, the Comprehensive 
Assistance Plan, to be fair and equitable. Republican Nethanial 
Llewellyn remarked, “This legislation is reasonable. It helps 
parents in need without undermining a basic work ethic and 
sense of personal responsibility.”

On the other hand, Democrats assert that the program 
does not go far enough, and may ultimately hurt recipients 
by cutting off welfare to families still in need. They have 
proposed a counter-amendment, sponsored by Ray Hans (D), 
called the Umbrella Aid Plan. Under that plan, the benefits to 
poor families with a child are set at $776/month with an extra 
$200 in payment for each additional child. Under this plan, a 
poor family with two children would be granted $976/month 
– along with full Medicaid coverage. The proposal imposes 
an 8 year time limit on benefits for able-bodied parents.

The Democrats argue that their proposed amendment, the 
Umbrella Aid Plan, is superior to that proposed by the 
Republicans. Democrat William Glaser remarked, “The 
Republican’s plan will only add to the burden of poor par-
ents. The plan we have proposed is rational and just, and will 
serve to lighten the load for the state’s poor by providing 
coverage where needed.”

Appendix B

Newspaper Article With Education  
Plans for Study 2
State Undecided on New Education Law

Republicans and Democrats remained deadlocked on the 
debate over the future of the state education program.

At the heart of the conflict is the Individuals with 
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) – federal legislation that 
ensures equal education opportunities for children with dis-
abilities. IDEA determines the appropriate approach for the 
education of children with disabilities, and it is where 
Republicans and Democrats disagree most vehemently. 
Each party has proposed a separate IDEA amendment to the 
current education statute.

Democrats and Republicans have strong  
philosophical differences in their stance  

on IDEA approaches

 Paul Koretz (R) has proposed a plan that is supported by the 
majority of house Republicans. His plan, called the Special 
Programs Plan, requires children with disabilities to be  
educated in separate settings from the mainstream classroom. 
Children with disabilities receive individualized instruction 
based on each child’s special needs and unique strengths and 
weaknesses. Children work one-on-one with special educa-
tors on life-training skills.

The Republicans believe their plan, the Special Programs 
Plan, to be fair and equitable. Republican Nate Llewellyn 
remarked, “This legislation is reasonable. It helps children 
with special needs learn important skills without subjecting 
them to ostracism by their peers.”

On the other hand, Democrats assert that the program 
separates children with disabilities and constitutes unequal 
education. They have proposed a counter-amendment, spon-
sored by Ray Hans (D), called the Integrated Classrooms 
Plan. Under that plan, children with disabilities are inte-
grated into the mainstream classroom. Special educators col-
laborate with teachers to design activities that can be 
inclusive of all students. Learning is focused on social and 
interpersonal skills gained from classroom experiences 
alongside children without disabilities.
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The Democrats argue that their proposed amendment, the 
Integrated Classrooms Plan, is superior to that proposed by 
the Republicans. Democrat William Glaser remarked, “The 
Republicans’ plan will only add to the stigma of individuals 
with disabilities. The plan we have proposed is rational and 
just, and will serve to integrate all individuals publically and 
communally in society.”
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Notes

 1. Participants who completed the study were not significantly 
different from people who consented but did not complete the 
study on gender, χ2(1, N = 3,104) = 2.74, p = .098, or education, 
t(3099) = −1.70, p = .089, d = 0.06. Completers (Mage = 30.25) 
were slightly older than noncompleters (Mage = 29.25), t(3106) 
= −2.21, p = .027, d = 0.08. Numbers in the Participants section 
reflect the participants who completed both dependent mea-
sures. The sample sizes for specific analyses vary due to miss-
ing data in the predictor variables.

 2. Participants also reported who they voted for in the 2008 elec-
tion. This item was not analyzed.

 3. Participants also reported how much their own background/
experience with people on welfare contributed to their prefer-
ence, how carefully they read the details of the proposals, their 
knowledge of the welfare system, how much they paid atten-
tion during the study, and awareness of general bias in decision 
making. None of these items were analyzed.

 4. Four hundred seventy-one (27.2%) participants failed the 
Instructional Manipulation Check (IMC). Fifty-six participants 
(6.2%) who saw the Democrats propose the generous plan wrongly 
reported that Republicans proposed the generous plan, and 119 
(12.8%) participants who saw the Republican propose the gener-
ous plan wrongly reported that Democrats proposed the generous 
plan. Sixty-eight (3.7%) participants wrongly reported that the 
Comprehensive Assistance Plan was the more generous policy.

 5. To ensure the above results were not simply a function of 
political extremists, we measured ideological extremism 

among Independents and created a dichotomous variable des-
ignating Independents as either centrist (.5) or extremist (−.5). 
Political centrists (n = 412) were those Independents who 
responded that they were “in between the two parties” on both 
economic and social issues. Political extremists (n = 212) were 
those who responded that they were either “more conservative 
than the Republican Party or more liberal than the Democratic 
Party” on either social or economic issues. Political extremism 
was added as a covariate to the models, and it did not moderate 
the interaction between implicit party identity and proposing 
party for explicit or implicit plan preference (ps > .36), and 
both the main effect of implicit party identity and the interac-
tion between implicit party identity and proposing party 
remained significant in both models.

 6. A two-way interaction between proposing party and awareness 
also emerged, b = 1.02, CI = [0.31, 1.73], t(542) = 2.82,  
p = .005. When participants reported that they were not at all 
influenced by the party proposing the plan, their explicit plan 
preference was similar whether the generous plan was proposed 
by Democrats (M = 0.08, SD = 1.94) or Republicans (M = 0.02, 
SD = 2.05). However, when they reported being influenced by 
the proposing party, they explicitly preferred the generous plan 
when it was proposed by Democrats (M = 0.59, SD = 1.83) 
more than when it was proposed by Republicans (M = −0.49, 
SD = 1.79).

 7. Participants who completed the study were not significantly 
different from people who consented but did not complete the 
study on age, t(3284) = −1.81, p = .070, d = 0.06; education, 
tsatterthwaite(2833) = −0.98, p = .325, d = 0.04; or gender, χ2(1, N = 
3277) = 0.00, p = .985.

 8. We hypothesized that the interaction between proposing party 
and implicit party identity for explicit political judgment would 
have been strengthened if Independents were cognitively busy 
and unable to override the influence of their implicit party 
identities. To that end, we included a cognitive load manipulation 
in Study 2 where participants had to remember a seven-digit 
number while reading the newspaper article and report it after-
ward. We tested the three-way interaction between proposing 
party, implicit party identity, and cognitive load condition, but 
this did not significantly predict explicit plan preference, b = 
−1.24, CI = [−2.56, 0.08], t(570) = −1.85, p = .066, and the inter-
action between proposing party and implicit party identity 
remained significant, b = 1.09, CI = [0.43, 1.75], t(570) = 3.23, p 
= .001. Therefore, we report all results collapsed across cognitive 
load conditions.

 9. Study 1 measured implicit party identity with the standard 
Implicit Association Test (IAT), which reverses the left-right 
location of the concept categories (Democrats and Republicans) 
for the second set of critical blocks, but a stimulus “left-wing” 
requiring categorization to the right is a strange experience for 
participants (likewise for “right-wing” requiring categorization 
to the left). This may have created an extraneous procedural 
main effect on the IAT across all participants, but it would not 
have falsely created the substantive effects observed in Study 
1 as it was constant across participants. In Study 2, instead of 
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reversing the location of the concept categories for the last two 
critical blocks, the evaluation categories were switched and the 
concept categories remained in their original positions 
(Democrats left, Republicans right).

10. Six hundred twenty-eight (32.9%) participants failed the 
IMC, 132 (13.5%) participants who saw Democrats propose 
the mainstreaming plan wrongly reported that Republicans 
proposed the mainstreaming plan, and 129 (14.2%) participants 
who saw Republicans propose the mainstreaming plan wrongly 
reported that Democrats proposed the mainstreaming plan. 
Ninety-five (5.0%) participants wrongly reported that the 
Integrated Classrooms Plan was the plan that proposed that 
students with disabilities should be educated in separate 
classrooms.
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